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ABSTRACT
Kilonova explosions typically release∼ 1050−51 erg in kinetic energy, which is sufficient
to constitute a kilonova remnant (KNR); however, it has not yet been confirmed. In
this work, we investigate the probable association between G4.8+6.2 and the guest
star of AD 1163, which is recorded by the Korea ancient astronomers. Although the
evidence available is insufficient to draw a definite conclusion, it is at least theoretically
self-consistent that the guest star of AD 1163 was a historical kilonova associated with
G4.8+6.2, considering the possible short visible timescale of AD 1163, the relatively
high Galactic latitude of G4.8+6.2, and that G4.8+6.2 is spatially coincident with
the guest star of AD 1163. Further observation of G4.8+6.2 is needed to test our
hypothesis. If our interpretation is correct, our results indicate that young KNRs
should have a large diameter and low surface brightness, unlike other young supernova
remnants.
Key words: gravitational wave – history and philosophy of astronomy – supernova
remnants
1 INTRODUCTION
Kilonovae have been one of the most interesting topics
in astrophysics since the detection of the gravitational
wave event GW170817 and the accompanying kilonova AT
2017gfo (Abbott, et al. 2017). However, the interpretation
of a kilonova is still incomplete; for example, the ejecta
properties are not understood (Perego, Radice & Bernuzzi
2017). Several ejection mechanisms attempt to predict
the observed behavior of a kilonova (Cowperthwaite, et al.
2017; Arcavi 2018; Waxman, Ofek, Kushnir & Gal-Yam
2018; Kawaguchi, Shibata & Tanaka 2018). For an unre-
solved point source, it is difficult to distinguish between
these models directly from the light curve of a kilonova.
One way around this problem is to examine the remnant
phase when a kilonova departs from free expansion and be-
gins to strongly interact with the surrounding interstellar
medium (ISM) (Milisavljevic & Fesen 2017). Kilonova rem-
nants (KNRs) appear as extended sources, which in turn
provide detailed three-dimensional kinematic and chemical
information of the ejecta. Searching for young, nearby KNRs
is necessary but difficult, not only because the observable
lifetime of KNRs is shorter than that of supernova remnants
(SNRs) (Frail, Goss & Whiteoak 1994) but also because the
event rate of kilonovae is much lower than that of supernovae
(Li & Paczyn´ski 1998).
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Galactic SNRs can be traced up to several tens of thou-
sands of years ago (Reynolds, Gaensler & Bocchino 2012).
Estimates for the kilonova rate may up to 10−4 per year
in the Milky Way due to the discovery of GW170817 dur-
ing the total observation time of LIGO/VIRGO set O2
(Lipunov, et al. 2018). Therefore, we expect one or more
KNRs in the Milky Way, while none has yet been confirmed.
This deficit motivated us to search for KNRs. Kilonovae from
compact binary coalescence are generally expected to appear
in the outskirts of galaxies or even outside galaxies where the
density of the diffuse medium is low (D’Avanzo 2015). This
violent merger will eject some matter with a subrelativistic
velocity. Kilonova explosions typically release 1050−51 erg in
kinetic energy (Li & Paczyn´ski 1998; Metzger et al. 2010).
We would expect a kilonova explosion to constitute an ex-
tended source similar to SNRs. In a low-density medium,
the KNR exhibits both a low surface brightness and a rapid
expansion to large sizes (Tang & Wang 2005). Nonetheless,
knowledge about KNRs is rather limited. Identifying the
remnant as a potential KNR in all-sky surveys remains chal-
lenging.
Some early astronomical records may provide crucial
clues for finding a potential KNR with the hope that we
can extract the properties of a kilonova in early astronomi-
cal records. When the kilonova in the Milky Way galaxy was
exploded, it might be taken as a guest star by the ancient as-
tronomers. It may have different peak brightness, color, and
duration of visibility, comparing with other phenomenon like
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a supernova. Motivated by this idea, we attempt to search
KNRs in the sample of guest stars mainly drawn from Yau
(1988).
In this work, we found a potential KNR candidate,
G4.8+6.2, based on the description of AD 1163 and the prop-
erties of G4.8+6.2. The layout of this Letter is as follows. In
Section. 2, we briefly introduce the search method. In Sec-
tion. 3, we discuss the guest star of AD 1163. In Section.
4, we discuss the probable kilonova remnant G4.8+6.2. The
conclusions are summarized in Section. 5.
2 SAMPLE
A kilonova is a transient astronomical event whose duration
may last from days to weeks. The kilonova should also be
considered as a prime candidate of the guest star, although
a kilonova is rarer, dimmer and faster evolving than a nor-
mal supernova. It is difficult to establish a clear association
between KNRs and the records, given the uncertainties of
the derived KNR ages and the vague positions in ancient
texts. Despite these difficulties, the guest star may provide
crucial clues for finding potential young KNRs.
The major differences between the identification of no-
vae, kilonovae, and supernovae are as follows. (1) The pe-
riod of visibility to the naked eye for a typical supernova
is usually longer than that for a nova or a kilonova. (2)
The majority of SNRs are within one degree of the galac-
tic equator, which is quite opposite to the distribution of
novae or KNRs. (3) Kilonovae or supernovae are typically
several kpc from the Earth, which is further than those of
novae. (4) Novae can be seen at the same place multiple
times, while kilonovae or supernovae cannot. (5) Unlike a
nova, kilonova or supernova explosions may leave behind a
remnant. (6) The Galactic event rate of novae is usually once
every year, the event rate of supernovae is roughly once ev-
ery fifty years, and kilonovae are detected roughly once every
thousand years.
Based on these differences, we first looked for a guest
star with a short period of visibility and with high Galac-
tic latitude. We list the historical records in the catalog of
Yau (1988) in Table. 1, where we excluded the sources with
Galactic latitudes less than three degrees. To obviate an ac-
cidental agreement in position, we do not consider the guest
stars with error bars larger than three degrees. We attempt
to identify the potential counterparts of kilonova candidates
by the association between the guest star and its remnant.
We show the result in Figure. 1. Only three have remnants
located inside the error boxes of the guest stars. Two are
the well-known AD 1006 and AD 1054 associated with SNR
G327.6+14.6 and SNR G184.6-5.8, respectively. The third
is the guest star of AD 1163 located near G4.8+6.2, which
is the most preferable candidate of a kilonova.
3 THE GUEST STAR OF AD 1163
The guest star of AD 1163 observed in Korea was recorded
in a rather unique way. The record says: “On AD 1163 Au-
gust 10 a guest star invaded the Moon.”(Stephenson 1971).
Here we calculate the Moon’s trajectory at the night of AD
1163 August 10 with a public code PyEphem 1 (in galactic
coordinates), which should be the coordinates of the guest
star of AD 1163 (see the inset plot of Figure. 1). With the
hypothesis of the conjunction between the guest star and
the Moon, Stephenson (1971) suggests that AD 1163 must
have been visible for several days and that the apparent
magnitude can be estimated to be brighter than 1. One can
see more details in Stephenson (1971). However, the exact
duration cannot be inferred from the record above.
The guest star of AD 1163 was recorded in the Korean
historical book, while it was not shown in Chinese historical
book. However, “Songshi Tianwenzhi”, which is an officially
edited history book for Song Dynasty, has a record about
the Moon invading Saturn around the same time. We have
translated the Chinese records as follows:
“Longxing reign period, 1st year, 3th month, day bing-
shen [33]; 4th month, day bingzi [13]; 7th month, day wuxu
[35]; Moon trespassed against Saturn.” [Songshi, vol. 53,
Tianwenzhi No. 6]. Dates, converted to the Julian calendar
from the tables of Fang, et al. (2007), are respectively 1163
April 10, May 20, and August 10.
We also calculated the position of the Saturn on the
evening of 1163 August 10 (in galactic coordinates) with
PyEphem. The results are shown in the inset plot of Fig-
ure. 1, which is consistent with the results presented in
Stephenson (1971). Stephenson has discussed in detail and
ruled out the possibility that Saturn was mistaken for a
guest star by the Korean astronomers (Stephenson 1971;
Stephenson & Green 2009). But the reason why the Chi-
nese astronomers missed the observation of AD 1163 is still
unclear.
In the following, we show the time scale of visibility of
a kilonova by taking AT 2017gfo as a typical kilonova. AT
2017gfo with an absolute peak magnitude ofM = −15.8±0.1
and a r-band decline rate of 1.1 mag/d offers the unique op-
portunity to study kilonova emission that was plausibly not
polluted by the gamma ray burst (GRB) afterglow emis-
sion (Valenti, et al. 2017; Covino, et al. 2017). We put AT
2017gfo at a distance of 10 kpc and compare it with some
typical supernovae at 15 kpc (see detailed reason why 10
kpc and 15 kpc are adopted in Section. 4.1). In Figure. 2
we show the V-band light curve chosen to investigate visi-
ble timescale of KNRs and SNRs. All photometric data of
supernovae was obtained from The Open Supernova Cat-
alog (Guillochon, Parrent, Kelley & Margutti 2017) 2. The
peak apparent magnitude of AT 2017gfo will be approx-
imately −1 mag and the observable time scale for naked
eyes is around 3 days, where we choose the naked-eye lim-
iting magnitudes to be 2 mag. It is obvious that the ob-
servable time scale for typical supernovae at 15 kpc would
be much longer. This short duration suggests that AD 1163
is more likely to be a nova or kilonova rather than a typ-
ical supernova, although a fast-evolving type of supernova
(Poznanski, et al. 2010; Chen, et al. 2019) cannot be com-
pletely ruled out based on current evidence. Unlike novae,
kilonovae may leave behind a remnant after an explosion.
AD 1163 was initially regarded as a nova.
Stephenson (1971) argued that the guest star of
1 https://rhodesmill.org/pyephem/index.html
2 https://sne.space
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Figure 1. The sky distribution of 38 SNRs and 19 guest stars with latitudes larger than 3 degrees in the Galactic coordinate system.
The black points mark the positions of the SNR in Green catalog (Green 2017). The red circles correspond to the guest star with the
error box listed in Table. 1. The inset plot shows the Moon’s trajectory at the night of AD 1163 August 10 (in galactic coordinates),
which is shown as the shadow region. Kepler and G4.8+6.2 was occulted by the Moon this evening, and Saturn was only about half
degree from the Moon.
AD 1163 may have been a previous outburst of
the type-Ia SN Kepler of AD 1604 (Baade 1943;
Neuha¨user, Rada, Kunitzsch & Neuha¨user 2016;
Reynolds, Borkowski, Hwang, Hughes, Badenes, Laming & Blondin
2007). Yau (1988) argued that AD 1163 could have been a
periodic outburst with a period of approximately 800 years,
while no other observations being reported. Notice that
G4.8+6.2 (RAJ2000 = 17h33m24s, DecJ2000 = −21d34m)
lies 40 arcmin east from Kepler’s SNR and appears within
the region of sky obscured by the Moon on the night of
AD 1163 August 10 (Stephenson 1971; Bhatnagar 2000),
as shown in the inset plot of Figure. 1. We suggest that
G4.8+6.2 is a KNR associated with the guest star AD 1163.
4 SUPERNOVA REMNANT G4.8+6.2
4.1 Age estimate
G4.8+6.2 is a typical shell-type SNR with a spectral in-
dex of α = −0.57 ± 0.13 and a nearly circular structure
of size 17 × 18 arcmin2 (Bhatnagar 2000). The distance to
G4.8+6.2 is estimated to be approximately 15 kpc based on
the Σ−D relationship (Bhatnagar 2000). The error in this
estimate is larger than 75% and dominated by the Σ − D
relation itself (Bhatnagar 2000). Furthermore, the distance
estimate is dependent on the assumption that it is an SNR.
As shown in eq. (10) of Duric & Seaquist (1986), the surface
brightness depends positively on the kinetic energy and the
density of the environment, which are both thought smaller
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Figure 2. V-band light curves of GW170817 at 10 kpc in com-
parison to different types of typical supernovae at 15 kpc. The
black horizontal line indicates an apparent magnitude equals to
2 mag.
for KNRs. KNRs would tend to have, on average, lower sur-
face brightness in comparison to SNRs. The Σ−D relation
for two distinctive classes of remnants, SNRs and KNRs,
have two tracks or domains in the Σ − D plane, one above
the other (Arbutina & Urosˇevic´ 2005). With same surface
brightness Σ, the diameter D for KNR might be smaller.
The shock radius rs is 39 × (
d
15kpc
) pc corresponding
to an angular diameter of ∼ 18 arcmin, where d is the dis-
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tance to G4.8+6.2. We infer the age of G4.8+6.2 by ap-
plying the Sedov model (Jiang, Chen & Wang 2007; Sedov
1959), which is well described by the self-similar solution
for a point explosion in a uniform medium. Considering the
possibility of the association with AD 1163 and the pre-
explosion environment of a KNR, we assume an initial ex-
plosion energy of 1051ergs and an average ambient density of
n0 ∼ 0.001cm
−3 . These typical values are based on the fol-
lowing considerations. The presented simulations show that
the kinetic energy of a kilonova is comparable to that of
a supernova (Rosswog 2013; Wu, et al. 2019). The maxi-
mum expected fractional polarization for a uniform mag-
netic field is approximately 70.2%, by assuming the free elec-
tron energy spectral index γ = 2.14 (Reynolds & Gilmore
1993), while the percentage polarization of G4.8+6.2 in-
creases to 70% at 1400 MHz (NVSS) near the edge
of the remnant (Duncan, Stewart, Haynes & Jones 1997;
Zhang, Strom & Reich 2003). The unusual polarization
properties indicate that G4.8+6.2 may be a nearby remnant
that was born in an environment of a very-low-density ISM
due to the effect of depolarization (Zhang, Strom & Reich
2003). But it is worth noticing that G4.8+6.2 have high lat-
itudes, so that small depolarization may be due to G4.8+6.2
located high above the Galactic plane.
We obtain a dynamical age of t = 2544×
(
n0
0.001cm−3
) 1
2 ×(
rs
39pc
) 5
2
×
(
E
1051erg
)
−
1
2
yr by adopting the Sedov solution
(Sedov 1959). We mentioned that G4.8+6.2 may not sat-
isfy the Σ −D relation if it was indeed a KNR, and hence,
the distance was overestimated. G4.8+6.2 is in the direction
toward the galactic center. Therefore, we believe G4.8+6.2
is not too far away from the Earth. Otherwise, it will be in
the opposite direction of the galactic center and the depolar-
ization effect must be important. A more reliable measure-
ment of the distance is important. Considering the uncer-
tainties of the distance, a 900-year-old KNR could be shown
as G4.8+6.2, e.g., with a distance of 10 kpc, and the dynam-
ical age could be as low as 900 years, which is consistent with
the guest star observed on AD 1163 August 10, and is also
consistent with KNR’s Σ−D relation. Therefore, we believe
that the association between G4.8+6.2 and AD 1163 is quite
promising.
We also attempt to use the polarization information to
estimate the age of G4.8+6.2. The magnetic field is expected
to be radial in young shell-type SNRs and tangential in old
SNRs (Reynolds, Gaensler & Bocchino 2012; Woltjer 1972).
However, the map of the polarization position angles at 1400
MHz shows that the orientation of the magnetic field does
not align in the radial direction or the tangential direction
(Zhang, Strom & Reich 2003).
4.2 Image
The morphological information from hydrodynamic simula-
tions may offer clues to explain the difference between KNRs
and SNRs with different initial and boundary conditions be-
cause the morphologies are shaped in large part by their ex-
plosions and environments (Lopez & Fesen 2018). The ejecta
of a kilonova from the progenitor are expected to be much
more anisotropic than that of a supernova. In addition, the
progenitor of a KNR generally resides within approximately
uniform surrounding material.
0.0 0.5 1.4 3.3 7.0 14.5 29.3 58.8 118.3 236.1 470.5
10 arcmin
Kepler’s SNR
SNR G4.8+6.2
Figure 3.X-ray counts image of G4.8+6.2. The data are obtained
from the ROSAT instrument. The region of G4.8+6.2 is indicated
by a green circle with a radius of 9 arcmin. The color bar shows the
logarithm scale of the image. G4.8+6.2 does not have prominent
X-ray emission and is strongly contaminated by Kepler’s SNR
which is located toward G4.8+6.2’s west.
Zhang, Strom & Reich (2003) mentioned that G4.8+6.2
appears as a barrel (the radio emission is obviously weak
on the north and south edges), as shown in Fig. 1 of
Zhang, Strom & Reich (2003). The lack of alignment be-
tween the symmetric axes of the bilateral SNRs and the
galactic plane rules out the use of the magnetic mod-
els proposed by Shaver (1969) and Gaensler (1998) to
explain the barrel shape. It is possible that the shape
of G4.8+6.2 could be explained by “intrinsic” explosion
models, because young KNRs are not highly contami-
nated by the swept-up interstellar medium and there-
fore provide plenty of information about kilonovae. The
tidal ejecta mainly concentrate in the equatorial plane
as expected for the merging of a double neutron star
(Kasen, Metzger, Barnes, Quataert & Ramirez-Ruiz 2017),
while the ambient density is likely uniform, as indicated by
the spherical radio morphology.
As indicated in Figure. 3, the X-ray emission from
G4.8+6.2 is weak and is contaminated heavily by Ke-
pler’s SNR. However, many young shell SNRs show
evidence for X-ray emission. This might be because
the total energy of a kilonova is smaller than that of
a supernova and surrounding medium is tenuous or
because KNRs evolve faster than SNRs. If G4.8+6.2
was in a very-low-density environment, it would have
resulted in extremely low X-ray emission. A low-density
medium appears to have no effect on the radio emission
(Landecker, Routledge, Reynolds, Smegal, Borkowski & Seward
1999). No optical emission was detected towards G4.8+6.2,
may be due to the obscuration of the central regions of the
galactic plane. The unclear nature of both the optical and
X-ray observations does not help to estimate the distance
of G4.8+6.2.
5 SUMMARY AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
In the letter, we attempted to search for a possible KNR in
our own galaxy. We used guest star information to reduce
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2019)
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the search sample and found a potential KNR candidate
G4.8+6.2. We discussed the probable association between
G4.8+6.2 and AD 1163 from different aspects. The posi-
tion of G4.8+6.2 is consistent with that of the guest star of
AD 1163, and the size properties suggest that its age is also
comparable. The possible duration of AD 1163 and the envi-
ronment of G4.8+6.2 are consistent with those of the model
of a kilonova. If our interpretation is correct, our results in-
dicate that young KNRs should have a large diameter and
low surface brightness, unlike other young SNRs. A further
investigation of G4.8+6.2 and its possible KNR would be
of great interest, since young KNRs are less contaminated
by the swept-up interstellar medium and therefore provide
more information about the kilonova.
However we need to be cautious that the associa-
tion among AD 1163, G4.8+6.2 and a kilonova interpreta-
tion are still speculative. It remains unclear why AD1163
was only recorded by Korean astronomers but not Chi-
nese astronomers, despite the fact that Chinese astronomers
recorded the moon invading Saturn on the same date.
What is more, the duration of the AD1163 was not di-
rectly recorded in any ancient records. Even the AD 1163
- G4.8+6.2 association is true, it may also be due to a fast-
evolving type of supernova rather than a kilonova. Given
the currently available information, it is difficult to firmly
determine the nature of G4.8+6.2/AD1163. An accurate
measurement of G4.8+6.2 could help clarify this issue. If
G4.8+6.2 is indeed a young kilonova remnant as we sug-
gested, the forward shock speed is expected to be higher,
which could be tested with future observations by com-
paring radio images at epochs separated by more than
a decade. The radioactive decay of freshly synthesized r-
process nuclei can also help us to examine whether G4.8+6.2
is a true kilonova remnant in the future (Wu, et al. 2019;
Korobkin, et al. 2019).
We also notice that the guest stars of AD 1356 and AD
1399 were recorded in a similar way as that of AD 1163
(Stephenson 1971). However, the galactic latitude of AD
1356 is less than 3 degrees, and no remnants were observed
to be close to the position of AD 1399.
The identification of Galacitc KNR gives promising con-
straints on the population of close binaries. With relatively
short orbital period, they could be ideal gravitational wave
candidates for the space-borne detectors, such as Tianqin
(Luo, et al. 2016) and LISA (Amaro-Seoane, et al. 2017).
These candidates are ideal objects with multi-messenger
(both in electromagnetic wave and in gravitational wave)
and multi-wavelength observations.
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